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Train for the distance, train for the hills - enjoy the ride

20 CLASSIC SPORTIVE RIDES IN
SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
Graded routes on cycle-friendly roads in Cornwall, Devon,
Somerset and Avon and Dorset
by Colin Dennis
Sportive cycling is booming in the UK. Thousands of cyclists gather at the
weekend to participate in this challenging cycle sport, and this guidebook
describes 20 varied training routes across south west England. With rides
ranging from 59 to 119km (36 to 74 miles) and from flat routes, perfect for
pacing training, to tough hill climbs, this guide will suit both experienced
riders and those new to the sport.
The area covered stretches as far north as the Wye Valley and as far east as
Swindon, featuring the moody backdrops of Dartmoor and Exmoor, the flat
open going of the Somerset Levels and the rolling countryside of Dorset's
Jurassic coastline. There's plenty of riding to be found, not to mention the
routes in the companion Sportives guide to south east England.
What makes these guidebooks unique is the approach taken. This is not a
training manual, but instead offers enjoyable rides devised to focus
specifically on different aspects of cycle training. The result is a sportive
guidebook that will prepare you for the challenges ahead and allow you to
explore the best cycling the south west has to offer.
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• routes in Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset, Gloucestershire and Wiltshire
• 20 routes are graded for difficulty and include timings, ascent, food stops
and access information, as well as annotated route maps and clear route
descriptions
• information on bike maintenance and equipment, travelling around the
areas with your bike and advice on accommodation
About the author
Colin Dennis' passion for cycling has taken him all over the UK and Europe,
both leading expeditions and for personal pleasure. Plotting, planning and
escaping to new locations, his work as both freelance copywriter and cycle
guide provides a happy balance at home and work. Colin is never happier
than when struggling up a steep climb behind a group, covered in mud!
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• routes all over the south west
• a sport rapidly growing in popularity
• the first series to provide training rides
specifically for sportive events
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